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Who we are

With over 15 years experience in interior design, JY STUDIOS offers a complete service in design field. JY STUDIOS is an art and design company, established in 1995, offering quality services and personal attention down to the last detail. We will help you to plan your project from beginning to end, starting with professional advice through to expert installation to the highest standard, and we pride ourselves in offering a service that we believe is second to none. We are here to meet your requirements.
Our Design Studio

JY| STUDIOS armed with the latest computers loaded with relevant designing software and the work environment within the premises is just correct for our designing geniuses to come up with ideas to enthral. We provide 2D and 3D designs and drawings.

Our Team Members

Our team members are experienced talented interior designers and site supervisors. Keeping the sole objective of customer satisfaction in mind, our designing team members work in close conjunction with our esteemed client, to know client's specific requirement, budget and time frame.
The Associated Press is the essential global news network, delivering fast, unbiased news from every corner of the world to all media platforms and formats.

Founded in 1846, AP today is the largest and most trusted source of independent news and information. On any given day, more than half the world's population sees news from AP.
SYNC for Media Innovations is a group of studios combined together to provide you with one complete solution for your needs, whatever your need is, or the service you are looking for, our team will harvest for the best options and go beyond your expectations.
The channel is part of Al Mayadeen satellite media network, including a production company, a radio station, a website, an advertising company and other media-related projects. It is stated that the owners of the channel are Arab businessmen.
The Ingredients merged with GMG (The Gate Media Group) the leading company for production and distribution, with all the exclusivity and copyrights for the hit movies and series in the Egyptian market, possessing more than 50% of the content distribution in the Middle East.
KING MSWATI III the king of swaziland kingdom, his majesty decide now to establish the first recreational and cultural city. in order to bring recreational, cultural and joyful for his people and visitors.
PLAN A is a company for a production and commercials, which help you to represent your products by our new ways and ideas.
Online newspaper and TV, aims to achieve the level of quality of transmission, secured the Arab press on the Internet. Characterized by openness on the minds. And characterized by innovation, and is committed to approach acceptance of diversity.
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